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ABSTRACT A smart transformer (ST) based meshed hybrid distribution network is realized by extending
ST low voltage dc (LVDC) link to form a LVDC line which connects dc buses of existing distributed
generation (DG) converters. This paper proposes a method for optimal operation in such ST based meshed
hybrid distribution network. A CIGRE LV residential distribution network with DG sources is connected at
ST low voltage ac (LVAC) and LVDC terminals. All the DG sources are proposed to be connected at LVDC
line. The power management scheme and method of determining power flow solution for the considered
distribution network are proposed. An optimal problem is formulated for determining the active and reactive
power references of DG converters while maintaining the load bus voltages within the grid limits and
considering the DG converters constraints. The minimization of energy drawn from ST medium voltage
(STMV) grid is considered as objective function and solved using genetic algorithm. To know the impact of
proposed optimal control DG converters various performance indicators i.e., energy loss, operating energy
costs, voltage profile and sizing of ST converters are considered and compared with existing literature.

INDEX TERMS Distributed generation converters, meshed hybrid distribution network, smart transformer.

Nomenclature

A. Notations

dp Death penalty
Egrid−d MVAC grid demand
Emvac MVAC grid energy
EL Energy loss
EP Energy price
nl{ndg} Number of loads {DG sources}
OC operating energy cost
Pac−loss{Qac−loss} Active {reactive} power losses in

ac line
Pdc−loss dc line loss
Pdgc−ref{Qdgc−ref} Active {reactive} power references

of DG converters

Pdgc{Qdgc} Active {reactive} power of DG
converter

Plbac{Plbdc} Load bus power in LVAC {LVDC}
network

Plvc−wcs{Qlvc−wcs} ST LV converter active {reactive}
power in worst case scenario

Plvc{Qlvc} Active {reactive} power supplied
by ST LV converter

Pl{Pdg} Load {DG source} power
Pmvc−wcs{Qmvc−wcs} ST MV converter active {reactive}

power in worst case scenario
Pmvc{Qmvc} Active {reactive} power supplied

by ST MV converter
Podgc−ref{Qodgc−ref} Optimal active {reactive} power

references of DG converters
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Ptl Total load power in the system
pfdgc−min Minimum power factor limit of DG

converters
pfdgc Power factor of DG converters
Sdgc−r DG converter kVA rating
Slvc−r{Smvc−r} kVA rating of ST LV {MV} con-

verter
T Total time horizon
t Time
Tc Control horizon
Vad Average voltage deviation
Vl Load bus voltage
Vmin{Vmax} Minimum {maximum} bus voltage

magnitude limits
Vref Reference voltage
Vwmin{Vwmax} Worst minimum {maximum} bus

voltage magnitude

B. Indices

i Index of loads
j Index of DG sources

C. Abbreviations

DG Distributed Generation
GA Genetic algorithm
LVAC Low voltage ac
LVDC Low voltage dc
MPP Maximum power point
MVAC Medium voltage ac
PV Photovoltaic
ST Smart Transformer
ToU Time-of-use

I. INTRODUCTION

The use of distributed generation (DG) is continuously in-
creasing in the low voltage ac (LVAC) distribution grid with
the availability of renewable energy sources of photovoltaic
(PV) and wind power [1]. However, this increased use of DG
sources causes several problems like increase in line losses,
reverse power flow, over-voltage, etc., [2]. Moreover, the
residential distribution networks experience more power loss
due to the resistive nature of distribution lines. This power
loss increases the energy drawn from the grid which results
in higher operating energy costs. Therefore, it is important
to minimize the energy drawn from the grid in residential
distribution networks [3]. The power requirement mainly
depends on load demand along with the line losses. In case if
loads are modelled as constant power loads, the minimization
of energy loss is same as that of minimization of energy
requirement of distribution network as it is not possible to
control the load powers. There are several methods used for
reducing energy loss in distribution networks.

The use of capacitor banks [4], DG sources allocation [5],
and network reconfiguration [6] are few techniques applied
to reduce energy loss. However, the capacitor banks can not
be controlled in continuous steps which is a disadvantage

associated with them [7]. The DG sources are also used
for the reduction of energy loss with the help of power
converters. These power converters play an important role in
improving the performance of distribution systems. Based on
the control strategy, these power converters are operated in
two modes i.e., grid following mode and grid forming mode
[8]. The power converters act as ac current sources providing
active/reactive powers as per the given references in grid-
following mode. The power converters operate as ac voltage
sources while maintaining the terminal voltage and frequency
as per given references in grid-forming mode [9].

In case of conventional ac grid configuration mainly the
reactive power from DG converters is controlled by operating
them in grid following-mode. The reactive power control
using photovoltaic (PV) inverters for minimizing the energy
loss and improving the voltage profile is discussed in [10].
The active power from DG converters is either maintained
at a reference of maximum power point power or curtailed.
It means the DG converters are underutilized when there is
no or less power available from DG sources. Further, the
DG sources can be either ac or dc sources (e.g., PV and
wind power sources). In this scenario, it is important to have
an operating dc system along with the ac system (hybrid
ac/dc system). This increases the efficiency, reliability while
improving the stability of the system [11]. However, there
are several issues with the use of DG sources in hybrid ac/dc
systems like power quality problems, reverse power flow and
power management, etc. [12].

Smart transformer (ST) is a well-known solution for tack-
ling the aforementioned issues in the distribution network
[13], [14]. The ST is a solid state transformer (SST) made up
of power electronics converters which has advanced control
and communication features. In [15], the architecture and
various control schemes of the ST for improving the modern
grid performance are discussed. The ST provides the features
of conventional power transformer such as isolation and
change of voltage level along with the ancillary services like
frequency control, load compensation, power flow control
and voltage control at the same time etc. [16], [17]. The
availability of dc links in ST configuration reduces the re-
quired number of converters for dc source connection and the
cost of reinforcements of lines [18]. Moreover, it provides the
possibility of creating ac/dc hybrid microgrids using ST [19].

A hybrid ac/dc microgrid with the application of SST
and centralized energy storage is studied in [20]. A power
management and coordination control is proposed to increase
the power supply reliability of the SST based hybrid MG.
In [21], the ST voltage control capability for reducing the
load demand is discussed. The energy costs are reduced while
performing the optimal power flow analysis. Further, the
operation and control of ST in meshed hybrid systems for
various configurations is presented in [22]. The ST can op-
erate in meshed-grid configurations with more flexibility and
control. There are several meshed electric grid configurations
presented in literature. The ST based meshed grid structure
is used in [23] to achieve reduction of the line losses and
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improved supply redundancy.
In [24], a meshed hybrid grid configuration is proposed

by connecting a dc line between the ST LV dc (LVDC) link
and the dc bus of the DG converters. The various benefits
associated with the added dc line in the ST based microgrid
system are discussed. It is shown that the power loss in the
system is reduced with the addition of dc line. Moreover, the
improved voltage regulation caused due to the added dc line
is discussed. Also, the advantages of meshed hybrid system
considering the protection aspects are discussed in detail. It
is possible to control both active and reactive powers using
the proposed meshed hybrid grid configuration. However, in
[24], DG converters are used to supply only active power.

The total load power requirement is shared among the DG
converters in proportion to their kVA ratings which is not op-
timal. Moreover, the reactive power control of DG converters
is not performed.

To avoid this, both active/reactive powers of DG converters
are controlled optimally in [25] for minimizing the energy
loss in ST based meshed hybrid distribution network. Ge-
netic algorithm (GA) is used to obtain the optimal results.
However, the system analysis is limited to LV converters
operation. The operation of ST MV converters is not dis-
cussed. Further, the impact of optimal DG converters control
considering several operating benefits such as the energy cost
analysis, voltage profile and sizing of ST converters is not
discussed. To avoid this research gap, the main purpose of the
study in this paper is dedicated to the discussion of operation
of ST MV converters in ST based meshed hybrid distribution
network and presentation of the impact of optimal control
of DG converters on energy cost, voltage profile and sizing
of ST converters. These are the novel contributions of this
paper. In summary, the overall contributions of the paper are
as follows.

1) To propose the power management scheme for the opera-
tion of ST based meshed hybrid distribution network with
optimal active/reactive powers control of DG converters.

2) To propose the method of determining power flow solu-
tion in ST based meshed hybrid distribution network.

3) To propose the optimal control method for DG converters
in meshed hybrid distribution network.

4) To compare the proposed method with the existing lit-
erature considering the performance indicators such as
operating energy costs, energy loss, voltage profile and
sizing of ST converters.

The organization of the paper is as follows. Section II
describes the considered system. Section III and Section
IV discuss the proposed power management scheme and
method of determining power flow solution for ST based
meshed hybrid distribution network. Section V explains the
DG converters control methodology which includes proposed
optimal control of DG converters. The obtained results are
given in Section VI. The performance comparison of pro-
posed method with the existing work and conclusions are
presented in Section VII and Section VIII, respectively.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

A CIGRE LV residential distribution network connected to
medium voltage ac (MVAC) grid through ST is shown in
Fig. 1. Fig. 1(a) shows ST based distribution network without
dc line [26], [27]. Fig. 1(b) shows ST based meshed hybrid
distribution network with dc line [24]. The dc line is con-
nected through an isolated dc-dc converter to isolate ac and
dc networks. This converter is used to improve quality and
reliability of power during faulty conditions towards ac and
dc buses of the system. The per meter resistance values of
the dc line are considered the same as that of resistance of ac
line [24]. The MVAC grid is connected to LVAC grid through
an ST. The various components present in the system are
described as follows.

A. SMART TRANSFORMER

A three stage ST consisting of three power electronics con-
verters are considered in this paper. These converters are an
ac-dc converter called as MV converter, the isolated dc-dc
converter and dc-ac converter known as LV converter. The
ST MV converter is used to maintain the MV dc (MVDC)
voltage at a fixed value, and at the same time draws currents
from MVAC grid side at unity power factor. These currents
are used to support the loads at LVAC side. The isolated dc-
dc converter maintains ST LVDC link voltage at a constant
value. It also controls the power flow balance between LVDC
and MVDC links. The ST LV converter is used to maintain
a three-phase balanced sinusoidal voltage at the ST LVAC
terminal. The LVDC link of ST is used to form an LVDC line.
For better safety and reliability, an additional dc-dc isolated
converter is used to interface the LVDC line and ST LVDC
bus.

B. LOADS AND DG SOURCES

Residential loads from L1 to L5 connected at various load
buses such as 7 to 11 respectively. Along with the loads DG
sources such as PV and wind power sources are connected
to the dc line through dc/dc converters and ac/dc converters
respectively. The PV sources i.e., PV 1, PV 2 and PV 3 are
connected at dc buses 13, 15 and 16 respectively. There is
one wind power source connected at dc bus 16. The DG
sources are considered to be operating at maximum power
point (MPP).

C. DG CONVERTERS

The DG sources are connected to ac load bus through dc/ac
converters which are known as DG converters. The rated
parameters of loads and DG converters connected at various
buses are given in Table 1. With this configuration, when
sufficient DG power is not present to balance the load re-
quirement, the DG converters can draw power from MVAC
grid through the LVDC line. Similarly, when excess power
is available with DG sources it can be injected to MVAC
grid through LVDC line. This power flow through the dc line
improve load voltage profile due to less voltage drop across
the dc line. This is possible due to the operation of dc line
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FIGURE 1. (a) Traditional CIGRE LV residential distribution network connected to MVAC grid through ST [26], [27]. (b) Meshed hybrid CIGRE LV residential

distribution network connected to MVAC grid through ST.

at high voltage. At the same time, the DG converters do not
control their DC link voltage as it is taken care by ST.

III. PROPOSED POWER MANAGEMENT SCHEME

Power management scheme for the system without LVDC
line is presented in [25]. The power management scheme
in the ST based meshed hybrid distribution network consid-
ering the operation of ST converters and DG converters is
discussed as follows.

A. OPERATION OF ST CONVERTERS

The operation of ST LV and MV converters is discussed as
follows:

1) Operation of ST LV Converter

Considering that the DG converters supply active and reac-
tive powers (Pdgc and Qdgc respectively), the ST LV convert-
ers supply remaining power to satisfy total load power and ac
line loss. In this scenario, active and reactive powers supplied
by ST LV converter (Plvc and Qlvc respectively) are given as

follows.

Plvc(t) =

nl
∑

i=1

P i
l (t) + Pac−loss(t)−

ndg
∑

j=1

P
j
dgc(t). (1)

Qlvc(t) =

nl
∑

i=1

Qi
l(t) +Qac−loss(t)−

ndg
∑

j=1

Q
j
dgc(t) (2)

where the time ’t’ represents the time interval [(t − 1) ×
Tc, t × Tc], Tc is the control horizon which is equal to one
hour, i and j are load and DG source indices, nl and ndg

are the number of loads and DG sources, P i
l and Qi

l are the
active and reactive powers of ith load, Pac−loss and Qac−loss

are the active and reactive power losses in ac line Considering
that the DG sources supply active power (Pdg), the ST LVDC
grid supplies remaining power to satisfy total DG converters
active power and dc line loss. In this scenario, the active
power drawn from LVDC grid (Plvdc) is given as follows:

Plvdc(t) =

ndg
∑

j=1

P
j
dgc(t)−

ndg
∑

j=1

P
j
dg(t) + Pdc−loss(t) (3)
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TABLE 1. Rated Parameters of Loads and DG converters

Component Apparent Power (kVA) pf

L1 23.5 0.85
L2 59 0.85
L3 47 0.85
L4 23.52 0.85
L5 53 0.85

DGC1 10.52 0.95
DGC2 26.32 0.95
DGC3 21.05 0.95
DGC4 68.42 0.95

where Pdc−loss is the dc line loss. The total power loss is the
sum of the ac and dc line losses in the system.

2) Operation of ST MV Converter

The active power supplied by the MV converter (Pmvc) is
the sum of the active powers supplied by ST at its LVAC
and LVDC terminals. The MV converter of ST is not used
to supply reactive power. Therefore Pmvc and reactive power
supplied by ST MV converter (Qmvc) are given as follows.

Pmvc(t) = Plvc(t) + Plvdc(t). (4)

Qmvc(t) = 0. (5)

B. OPERATION OF DG CONVERTERS

The DG converters operation when they are supplying only
active power is discussed in [24]. According to that active
power reference (P j

dgc−ref ) is generated in proportion to DG
converters kVA rating i.e.,

P
j
dgc−ref (t) =

Ptl(t)× S
j
dgc−r

∑ndg

j=1
S
j
dgc−r

, Ptl(t) <

ndg
∑

j=1

S
j
dgc−r

= S
j
dgc−r, otherwise

(6)

where Ptl is the total load active power requirement and
S
j
dgc−r is the kVA rating of jth DG converter. However, this

method of obtaining DG converters powers is not optimal
method.

In the proposed method DG converters are used to supply
both active and reactive powers. The DG converters provide
active and reactive powers as per the given P

j
dgc−ref and

reactive power references (Qj
dgc−ref ).

P
j
dgc(t) = P

j
dgc−ref (t). (7)

Q
j
dgc(t) = Q

j
dgc−ref (t). (8)

The P
j
dgc−ref and Q

j
dgc−ref are generated through the pro-

posed optimal DG converters control method.

IV. PROPOSED POWER FLOW SOLUTION METHOD

The determination of optimal DG converters references re-
quires power flow solution. This section explains the pro-
posed method of determining power flow solution in ST

TABLE 2. Type of buses in ST meshed hybrid distribution network

Type Slack bus Load bus
LVAC network 1 2-11
LVDC network 12 13-16

based meshed hybrid distribution network. The ST based net-
work without dc line is a 11-bus system as shown in Fig. 1(a).
For this the power flow solution is obtained considering ST
LVAC terminal i.e., bus 1 as slack bus and remaining buses
are considered as load buses [28]. The ST based meshed
hybrid distribution network is a 16-bus system as shown in
Fig. 1(b). For obtaining power flow solution, it is important
to know the type of buses and bus data.

A. TYPE OF BUSES

In the considered system there are both ST LVAC and LVDC
terminals connected to loads. In this scenario, the whole
network is divided into two networks as LVAC network and
LVDC network. The LVAC network consists of buses 1-11
and LVDC network consists of buses 12-16. Here the ST
LVAC and LVDC bus voltages are maintained at 1 p.u. There-
fore, the power flow equations are solved independently for
LVAC and LVDC networks considering ST LVAC and LVDC
buses (bus 1 and bus 12) as slack buses. All the remaining
buses are considered as load buses. The types of buses in
these networks are shown in Table 2.

B. BUS DATA

Note that the DG converters powers are common while
solving the power flow solution of the LVAC and LVDC
networks. The load bus power at each load bus in LVAC
network (Plbac) is given in (9).

Plbac(t) = Pl(t)− Pdgc(t). (9)

The load bus power at each load bus in LVDC network (Plbdc)
is given in (10).

Plbdc(t) = Pdgc(t)− Pdg(t). (10)

Using load bus powers as bus data, backward forward sweep
power flow method is applied to both LVAC and LVDC
networks in order to obtain required power flow solution in
the system [29].

V. PROPOSED OPTIMAL CONTROL METHOD OF DG

CONVERTERS

An optimal control method to generate optimal active and
reactive power references of DG converters (P j

odgc−ref and

Q
j
odgc−ref ) is proposed. The overview of proposed optimal

control method of DG converters is shown in Fig. 2. The fig-
ure shows that the proposed control method provides optimal
DG converters active and reactive power references as output
considering load powers and DG source powers as input. The
formulation of optimization problem is discussed as follows.
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FIGURE 2. Overview of proposed DG converters control method.

A. OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM FORMULATION

The optimization problem is formulated for determining
P

j
odgc−ref and Q

j
odgc−ref for DG converters. The operating

energy costs of the system mainly depends on the energy
drawn from STMV grid. Therefore, minimization of en-
ergy drawn from STMV grid is considered as the objective.
Moreover, there are several constraints to be satisfied for
normal operation of the system. Firstly, the power balance
constraint i.e., the active power drawn from MVAC grid is
the sum of active powers drawn from ST LVAC and LVDC
terminals. Also, the load bus voltages should be maintained
within the limits specified by the grid code. Along with these
constraints the kVA supplied by the DG converters should be
less than its kVA rating and the power factor of DG converter
should be maintained above certain minimum limit. These
fitness function and constraints are given from (11)-(15),
respectively,

minimize f = Emvac(t) + dp. (11)

subjected to

1) Power balance constraint

Pmvac(t) = Plvc(t) + Plvdc(t). (12)

2) Load bus voltage constraint

Vmin ≤ V i
l (t) ≤ Vmax. (13)

3) DG converters rating constraint
√

(P j
dgc−ref (t))

2 + (Qj
dgc−ref (t))

2 ≤ S
j
dgc−r. (14)

4) DG converters power factor constraint

pfdgc−min ≤ pf
j
dgc(t) ≤ 1. (15)

where Pmvac is the active power drawn from MVAC grid,
dp is the death penalty, Vmin and Vmax are the minimum
and maximum bus voltage magnitude limits given by grid
code. These are chosen as 0.95 p.u. and 1.05 p.u., respectively
[30], V i

l is the magnitude of voltage at ith load, pf j
dgc is

the power factor of jth DG converter and pfdgc−min is the
minimum power factor to be maintained for DG converters
which is chosen as 0.8 [22], [31].

Start

N o

Y es

Population initialization

 Fitness function calculation

while handling constraints using 

death penalty

Stop criteria

Optimal power 

references of DG 

converters as output

End

Selection

Crossover and mutation

FIGURE 3. Determination of optimal powers of DG converters using GA.

B. SOLVING OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM

Equation (11) shows that the objective is to minimize energy
drawn from ST MVAC grid (Emvac). The Emvac is given
in (16) and calculated using proposed power flow solution
method.

Emvac(t) = (Plvc(t) + Plvdc(t))× Tc. (16)

Substituting (1), (3) in (4) gives,

Emvac(t) = (

nl
∑

i=1

P i
l (t) + Pac−loss(t)−

ndg
∑

j=1

P
j
dg(t)+

Pdc−loss(t))× Tc.

(17)

The constraints are handled using death penalty method. This
method is a simple way of handling constraints [32]. Ac-
cording to this the unfeasible solutions from the population
are discarded if any of the constraint is violated. The death
penalty is applied considering that all the constraints i.e., bus
voltage magnitudes, DG converters ratings should be strictly
satisfied without any violations. Accordingly dp = 0, if there
are no constraint violations and dp = inf , if there is any
constraint violation [33].

The considered fitness function is a nonlinear function.
Therefore, the proposed optimal control problem is solved
using GA with ga solver in MATLAB. Because GA is a popu-
lar method for solving optimization problems with nonlinear
fitness function [34]. In GA it is important to chose param-
eters such as population size, rate of mutation and crossover
etc., carefully to avoid the possible risk of non-convergence.
If they are chosen inappropriately it will be difficult for the
algorithm to converge or it will produce meaningless results
[34]. The default values are chosen for various parameters of
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FIGURE 4. (a) Loads power profiles [35]. (b) DG sources power profiles [36].

GA, except for population size. The population size is tuned
such that three different runs converges precisely to the same
value. It is chosen as 80.

The method of solving optimization problem using GA
is shown as a flowchart in Fig. 3. According to that firstly
population initialization is done. Then fitness function is
calculated using (17). This calculation of fitness function
is repeated through selection, crossover and mutation till
the stop criteria is reached. The GA uses certain options to
determine when to stop. Some of those options are maximum
number of generations (iterations) and function tolerance i.e.,
it runs until the average relative change in the fitness function
value is less than given function tolerance if any etc. If any
one of these options is satisfied, the GA stops doing iterations
and provides results. In this work, the maximum number
of iterations are not specified for GA. They are chosen by
default. The default maximum number of iterations are 100
times the number of control variables. Once the stop criteria
is reached the algorithm provides optimal active and reactive
power references of DG converters as output.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

The proposed method is tested in MATLAB since the optimal
power flow analysis is required as per the proposed method.
In this study the performance of proposed control method is
tested for load demand and DG source power profiles over a
day. While doing the optimization using GA method, these
values are called and used for providing optimal active and
reactive power references for DG converters at each time t.
The hourly load power profiles over a day are shown in Fig.
4(a), where peak load occurs during 20:00 and 23:00 hours
[35]. The hourly DG power profiles over a day are shown in
Fig. 4(b) [36]. The obtained results for these power profiles
are discussed as follows.

A. CASE 1: ST WITHOUT DC LINE

1) DG Converters Powers

In this case the DG converters are considered to be operating
at unity power factor. Therefore they are not used to provide

reactive power. The active power supplied by DG converters
depends on the available DG sources power which are oper-
ating at maximum power point. These active powers supplied
by DG converters are shown in Fig. 5(a). The DG converters
1,3 and 4 provide active powers as per the availability of PV
generation of PV 1,2 and 3 respectively. The DG converter 2
provides active power as per the availability of wind source
power. For example at t = 1 h, the DG converter 1, 2, 3 and 4
powers are 0, 25, 0, 0 kW respectively.

2) Load Bus Voltages and Power Loss

The load bus voltage profile and power loss are obtained
using the power flow solution method. The resulting voltage
profile is shown in Fig. 5(b). It that there are no voltage
rise violations in the network. However, there are voltage
drop violations in the network during peak load hours. For
example the load bus voltage at L5 is less than 0.95 p.u. at t
= 20 h. The resulting power loss profile is shown in Fig. 5(c).
It is observed that the power loss is maximum during peak
load hours. The power loss at peak load hour of t = 20 h is
13.155 kW.

3) ST Converters Powers

The active, reactive and apparent powers supplied by ST LV
converter are shown in Fig. 5(d). Since the DG converters do
not supply any reactive power, the entire load reactive power
is supplied by ST LV converter. The peak ST LV active power
is 165.655 kW at t = 20 h. The ST MV converter does not
supply any reactive power as it is operated at unity power
factor. The active power supplied by ST MV converter is
shown in Fig. 5(e). It is same as that of active power supplied
by ST LV converter.

B. CASE 2: ST BASED MESHED HYBRID SYSTEM

WHERE DG CONVERTERS OPERATE AT UNITY POWER

FACTOR [24]

1) DG Converters Powers

In this case the DG converters are considered to be operating
at unity power factor. Therefore they are not used to provide
reactive power. The DG converters supply active power in
proportion to their ratings as given in (6). These active powers
of DG converters are shown in Fig. 6(a). It is observed that
there is active power supplied by the DG converters even
when there is no power available from DG sources. This is
possible due to the presence of dc line. For example at t = 1
h, there is no power available from PV source. However, the
DG converter 1 supply active power of 6.3408 kW. Similarly,
the DG converter 2, 3 and 4 powers at t = 1 h are 15.8521,
12.6817 and 41.2154 kW respectively. It is also observed that
when the total load active power is more than the sum of the
kVA ratings of DG converters, the DG converters powers are
maintained at their respective ratings. For example at peak
load hour of t = 20 h, the DG converter 1, 2, 3 and 4 powers
are 10.52, 26.32, 21.05 and 68.42 kW respectively.
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FIGURE 5. Case 1. (a) Power of DG converters. (b) Voltage profile of loads.

(c) Power loss. (d) ST LV converters power. (e) ST MV converters power.

2) Load Bus Voltages and Power Loss

The load bus voltage profile and power loss are obtained
using the power flow solution method. The voltage profile
is shown in Fig. 6(b). It indicates that there are no voltage
rise violations in the network. Moreover, there are no voltage
drop violations in the network even during peak load hours.
It means all the load bus voltages are within 0.95 p.u. at all
the times of the day. The obtained power loss profile is shown
in Fig. 6(c). It indicates that the power loss at all the times of
the day is less than the power loss of Case 1. For example at
peak load hour of t = 20 h, the power loss is 6.8350kW which
is less than that of Case 1. This is due to presence of dc line
which allows the power flow through it.

3) DG Converters Powers

The active, reactive and apparent powers supplied by ST LV
converter are shown in Fig. 6(d). Since the DG converters do
not supply any reactive power, the entire load reactive power
is supplied by ST LV converter. The ST LV active and re-
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FIGURE 6. Case 2. (a) Power of DG converters. (b) Voltage profile of loads.

(c) Power loss. (d) ST LV converters power. (e) ST MV converters power.

active powers are determined using (1) and (2), respectively.
The peak ST LV active power is 54.5795 kW at t = 20 h. The
ST MV converter does not supply any reactive power as it
is operated at unity power factor. The active power supplied
by ST MV converter determined using (4) and shown in Fig.
6(e). The peak ST MV power is 159.335 kW at t = 20 h.

C. CASE 3: ST BASED MESHED HYBRID SYSTEM

WHERE DG CONVERTERS OPERATE USING

PROPOSED METHOD

1) DG Converters Powers

In this case, the optimal active and reactive powers of DG
converters are determined using Fig. 3. In GA, it is possi-
ble that different runs provide different optimal results for
the chosen parameters. Therefore, in this paper GA is run
multiple times at t=1, to check the results of optimization
for the considered population size. The plot of best fitness
values for multiple runs of genetic algorithm is shown in
Fig. 7. It is observed that all the runs provided same optimal
result i.e., the minimum of best fitness values is same in all
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the runs which is equal to 51.42 kWh. It means the optimal
energy drawn from the ST MVAC grid at t=1 h is 51.42 kWh.
Similarly, optimal energy values drawn from the ST MVAC
grid over a day are obtained. The corresponding optimal
active and reactive powers of DG converters are shown in
Fig. 8(a). The DG converter 1, 2, 3 and 4 active powers
at t = 1 h are 9.0999, 22.6424, 16.1172 and 19.0303 kW
respectively. Similarly, the DG converter 1, 2, 3 and 4 reactive
powers at t = 1 h are 5.2743, 13.4064, 12.0761, 13.9951 kVar
respectively.

2) Load Bus Voltages and Power Loss

The load bus voltage profile and power loss are obtained
using the power flow solution method. The resulting voltage
profile is shown in Fig. 8(b). It indicates that there are no
voltage rise violations in the network. Moreover, there are no
voltage drop violations in the network even during peak load
hours. It means all the load bus voltages are within 0.95 p.u.
at all the times of the day. The power loss profile over a day
is shown in Fig. 8(c). It indicates that the power loss at all
the times of the day is less than the power loss of Case 1.
For example at peak load hour of t = 20 h, the power loss
is 4.1381 kW which is less than that of Case 1 and 2. This
is due to the application of proposed optimal control of DG
converters control in the system.

3) ST Converters Powers

The active, reactive and apparent powers supplied by ST LV
converter are shown in Fig. 8(d). Since the DG converters do
not supply any reactive power, the entire load reactive power
is supplied by ST LV converter. The ST LV active and re-
active powers are determined using (1) and (2), respectively.
The peak ST LV active power is 67.5446 kW at t = 20 h. The
ST MV converter does not supply any reactive power as it
is operated at unity power factor. The active power supplied
by ST MV converter determined using (4) and shown in Fig.
8(e). The peak ST MV power is 156.6381 kW at t = 20 h.
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converters power.

In this case both active/reactive powers of DG converters
are controlled using proposed method. Since the reactive
power is supplied locally using DG converters located at load
terminals, the reactive power requirement of the STLV con-
verter is reduced. Further, the DG converters active/reactive
powers are optimally controlled to minimize the energy
drawn from MVAC grid while satisfying the load bus volt-
age constraints. These are the main advantages of proposed
method.

Further, the performance comparison of the proposed
method i.e., Case 3 with other two cases and possibility
of real time application of proposed work is discussed in
following section.

VII. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON AND POSSIBILITY

OF REAL-TIME APPLICATION OF PROPOSED WORK

The performance of the three cases is compared considering
the performance indicators such as operating energy cost,
energy loss, voltage profile and sizing of ST converters.
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TABLE 3. Time-of-use price [37]

Time Energy price (INR/kWh)
Peak time 5.39

Off-peak time 4.15
Remaining time 4.39

A. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON

1) Energy Loss

Energy loss over a day (EL) is calculated using (18),

EL =
T
∑

t=1

Ploss(t)× Tc. (18)

The EL for Case 1, Case 2, and Case 3 are 86.3205,
52.126, and 25.5420 kWh/day, respectively. It means that
there is a percentage of 39.61% energy loss reduction with
Case 2 (ST based meshed hybrid distribution network and
control of DG converters at unity power factor) as compared
to Case 1 (ST without dc line and DG converters are operated
as per DG sources power availability). This is because the
power flow in the dc line leads to less power loss as the dc
line is operated at higher voltage.

Moreover, there is a percentage of 70.41% energy loss
reduction with Case 3 (ST based meshed distribution network
and DG converters controlled using proposed method) as
compared to Case 1. It means that the energy loss is reduced
by 30.8% with Case 3 as compared to Case 2. This is because
in Case 3, both active/reactive powers of DG converters are
controlled optimally using proposed method. Therefore, the
power loss in the system is further reduced as compared to
Case 2.

2) Operating Energy Costs

The operating energy costs of the system over the day (OC)
are calaculated using (19),

OC =
T
∑

t=1

Egrid−d(t)× EP (t) (19)

where T is the operating horizon of 24 hours, i.e., T = 24
hours, Egrid−d is the energy demand of the ST MVAC grid
and EP is the energy price of the system. The Egrid−d is
determined as given in (20),

Egrid−d(t) = Emvac(t), if Emvac(t) ≥ 0

= 0, otherwise.
(20)

For this, the time-of-use price of the energy is considered
[38]. It is considered that when load demand is more than
75% of the peak load, it is peak time. When load demand
is less than 25% of the peak load, it is off-peak time. The
EP values are given in Table 3 [37]. For this, the OC for
Case 1, Case 2, and Case 3 are determined as 6508.5, 6331.2,
and 6201.7 INR/day, respectively. It means that there is a
percentage of 2.72% operating energy cost reduction with
Case 2 as compared to Case 1. This is due to the reduction
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FIGURE 9. Best fitness values for various generations in worst case scenario.

of the power loss in the system with Case 2 as compared to
Case 1.

Moreover, there is a percentage of 4.71% operating energy
cost reduction with Case 3 as compared to Case 1. It means
that the operating energy cost is reduced by 1.99% with Case
3 as compared to Case 2. This is due to the reduction of
the power loss in the system with proposed control of DG
converters as compared to Case 2.

3) Voltage Profile

The average voltage deviation index (Vad) is considered
along with the worst maximum and minimum bus voltages
(Vwmin and Vwmax) [28] to know the voltage profile of the
system. The Vad is determined using (21)

Vad =

∑T

t=1

∑nl

i=1
(V i

l (t)− Vref )

T × nl

(21)

where Vref is the reference voltage of 1 p.u. The value of Vad

should be low for better system voltage profile (bus voltages
are close to 1 p.u.).

The Vwmin for Case 1, Case 2 and Case 3 are 0.9156,
0.9623 and 0.9636 p.u., respectively. This shows that there
are voltage drop violations for Case 1. However, there are no
voltage drop violations with Case 2 and Case 3. Moreover,
Vwmin is more for Case 3 as compared to Case 1 and Case 2.
The Vwmax for Case 1, Case 2 and Case 3 are 1.0135, 1.0048
and 1.0023 p.u., respectively which indicates that there are
no voltage rise violations for three cases. However, Vwmax is
less for Case 3 as compared to Case 1 and Case 2. The Vad for
Case 1, Case 2 and Case 3 are 0.0212, 0.0078, 0.0074 p.u.,
respectively. The Vad for Case 2 is reduced by a percentage of
63.21% as compared to Case 1. The Vad for Case 3 is reduced
by a percentage of 65.09% as compared to Case 1.

This indicates that the voltage profile in Case 2 and Case 3
is significantly improved as compared Case 1. This is because
the power flow through the dc line causes less voltage drop
across the dc line as it is operating at a higher voltage. The
voltage profile is not significantly improved in Case 3 as
compared to Case 2. Because in Case 3 the DG converters are
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optimally controlled for minimizing the MVAC grid energy
while satisfying the load bus voltage constraints.

4) Sizing of ST Converters

To show the impact of optimal DG converters control on
sizing of ST converters a worst case scenario is considered.
The worst case scenario is when the load demand is at its peak
and there is no DG sources power available. In this scenario,
load demands of L1, L2, L3, L4 and L5 are 20, 50, 40, 20, 45
kW, respectively. Power from PV sources and wind source
is 0 kW. The required kVA rating of LV converter (Slvc−r)
is determined using ST LV converters active and reactive
powers in this worst case scenario (Plvc−wcs and Qlvc−wcs,
respectively) as given in (22),

Slvc−r =
√

(Plvc−wcs)2 + (Qlvc−wcs)2. (22)

Similarly, the required kVA rating of MV converter (Smvc−r)
is determined using peak ST MVAC active and reactive
powers (Pmvc−wcs and Qmvc−wcs, respectively) as given in
(23)

Smvc−r =
√

(Pmvc−wcs)2 + (Qmvc−wcs)2. (23)

Case 1

In this case, the Slvc−r is calculated as 221.3655 kVA using
(22). Similarly, the Smvc−r is calculated as 190.6915 kVA
using (23).

Case 2

For this case, the Plvc and Qlvc are determined using (1) and
(2), respectively. Then using (22), the Slvc−r is calculated as
122.5742 kVA. It means that the size of ST LV converter for
Case 2 is reduced by a percentage of 44.63% as compared to
Case 1. This is because, even when there is no DG sources
power the DG converters are used to supply power using (6).
This power is drawn from the LVDC line. With this the power
requirement from ST LV converter is reduced which led to
the reduction of its size.

Similarly the Pmvc−wcs and Qmvc−wcs are determined
using (4) and (5), respectively. Then using (23), the Smvc−r

is calculated as 181.9410 kVA. It means that the size of ST
MV converter for Case 2 is reduced by a percentage of 4.59%
as compared to Case 1. This is due to the reduction of power
loss in Case 3 as compared to Case 2.

Case 3

In this case, the best fitness values for various generations
for worst case scenario are shown in Fig. 9. The Plvc and
Qlvc are determined using (1) and (2), respectively. Then
using (22), the Slvc−r is calculated as 84.3321 kVA. It means
that the size of ST LV converter for Case 3 is reduced by a
percentage of 61.9% as compared to Case 1. This indicates
the size of ST LV converter for Case 3 is reduced by a
percentage of 17.27% as compared to Case 2. This is because
in Case 3, DG converters are used to supply the reactive

power optimally along with the active power. Therefore, the
reactive power requirement of ST LV converter is reduced
which led to the reduction of its size.

Similarly the Pmvc−wcs and Qmvc−wcs are determined
using (4) and (5), respectively. Then using (23), the Smvc−r

is calculated as 179.2184 kVA. It means that the size of ST
MV converter for Case 3 is reduced by a percentage of 6.02%
as compared to Case 1. This indicates the size of ST MV
converter for Case 3 is reduced by a percentage of 1.43% as
compared to Case 2. This is due to the reduction of power
loss in Case 3 as compared to Case 2.

The quantitative comparison of three cases considering the
above performance indicators is given in Table 4. It shows
the significant improvement in the performance indicators
with the optimal control of DG converters. Note that the per-
formance mainly depends on available DG sources powers
over the day and DG converters ratings. If the DG converters
ratings are increased, the cost savings will be improved and
size of ST converters will be reduced further.

B. POSSIBILITY OF REAL-TIME APPLICATION OF

PROPOSED WORK

It is possible to implement the proposed method in larger
grids depending the available DG converters and their control
capabilities. However, the real-time application of proposed
work mainly requires measurement devices to measure load
and DG powers. Further, it requires communication infras-
tructure for data transfer to the controller. Because in order
to determine the optimal active/reactive powers of DG con-
verters it requires load power and DG power as input.

There are certain challenges like communication delay,
secure data transmission. However, there is extensive work
presented in literature to avoid these challenges. For example,
the useful methods to avoid the issues such as delays and
secure data transmission are proposed in [39] and [40]
respectively. With these available literature, it is possible to
realize the proposed control method in real time.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents the impact of optimal control of DG
converters in ST based meshed hybrid distribution network.
The obtained results show that the energy loss and operating
energy costs are reduced by 30.8% and 1.99%, respectively
over a day using the proposed method as compared to the
case when DG converters supply only active power as per
Case 2. Moreover, better system voltage profile is obtained
with proposed method as compared to other methods. The
ST LV converter and MV converter sizes are reduced by
17.27% and 1.43%, respectively using the proposed method
as compared to the case when DG converters supply only
active power as per Case 2.
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